NORTH AMERICAN STEEL
EASYUP 5000 Steel Shelving

MANUFACTURERS OF
STEEL STORAGE SYSTEMS

APPLICATIONS:
- Office
- Retail
- Banks
- Schools
- Government
- Institutional
- Light Duty storage areas

SECTION 10 56 13

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Components:
1.

Upright 1” x 1/8” tubular posts manufactured from 14 gauge
cold rolled steel with slots on 1” centres and a half slot at
the top of the post for a flush mounted top shelf. Posts shall
be usable as common posts.

2.

‘Z’ shaped frame connectors: manufactured from 14 gauge
cold rolled steel with three (3) hooks and locking tab.

3.

Front and back beams: 1” high semi-V shaped with two (2)
hooks at each end. Beams cover the front and back edge of
particle board, providing a clean look.

4.

Base plates or heavy duty front and back beams are
manufactured from 14 gauge HRP&O steel.

5.

Shelves: 5/8” thick industrial grade 42 lbs. test particle
board and be designed to take the loading specified in the
construction notes. Additional capacities per level achieved
by use of shelf supports and tie bars. Steel shelves also
available.

6.

Endframes: consisting of two (2) posts and two (2) frame
connectors for 74” and 86” heights and three (3) frame
connectors for 96” height achieves a load capacity of 6000
lbs. per endframe.

7.

Accessories: Foot plates, post caps and top and bottom
beam safety clips provided on each section if required.

8.

Strength: Shelves supported by Standard Beams have
higher load capacity than standard steel shelving.
Heavy Duty Baseplate Beams provide even higher
capacity.

ADVANTAGES:
- No Nuts & Bolts or clips
required
- Beam brackets attach
to frame

APPEARANCE:
- Clean looking, common
square front post with
no holes
- Designed for office or
retail environment
- Shelving: particle board
and steel available
- Standard colour beige
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